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BALL LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS

by Warren D. Rayle

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

Surveys of NASA Lewis Research Center personnel were conducted to obtain

information about ball lightning occurrences. A comparison of the frequency of

observation of ball lightning with that of ordinary lightning impact points

reveals that ball lightniag is not a particularly rare phenomenon. Contrary to

widely accepted ideas, the occurrence of ball lightning may be nearly as

frequent as that of ordinary cloud-to-ground strokes.

Detailed descriptions of 112 ball lightning events were obtained. Corre-

lation techniques applied to the set of descriptions failed to pick out any

strong connection between factors such as brightness, size_ duration, or color.

This result_ along with the reported constancy of appearance of the balls,

makes it appear unlikely that they represent the slow dissipation of stored

energy.

Ball lightning diameter estimates follow a log normal distribution. Such

a distribution also represents the quantity of charge in lightning strokes and

has been associated with the field intensities in sferics (electromagnetic dis-

turbances) from thunderstorms. The similarity of these distributions_ while

certainly not conclusive, suggests that such quantities may be related.

Two different categories of events are tentatively identified among those

reported. In one the ball appears after a lightning stroke to ground and re-

mains and ends near the ground. In the other the ball is first seen in midair

and remains aloft, vanishing without noticeable disturbance.

INTRODUCTION

Reports and observations concerning the phenomena labeled "ball lightning"

have appeared for centuries. The subject has become enmeshed in folklore_ with

stories concerning the behavior of ball lightning that are indeed marvelous and

strange. Intermittent scientific interest in this subject has intensified

within the past decade. The possible connection of ball lightning with plasma

physics is partly responsible for such renewed attention.

Various summaries of reports on this phenomenon have been published. Re-

cent surveys by McNally (ref. i) and Dswan (ref. 2) and two bibliographies



(refs. 5 and 4) are partic_larly useful. In one case, a circuit breaker aboard
a sub_.rine was reported to emit a luminous sphere which maybe of similar
character (ref. 5). Descriptions of ball lightning observations such as those
quoted by Stekol'nikov (ref. 6) include a great variety of appearancesand be-
haviors. Numerousphysical models have been proposed to account for the forma-
tion and continuing existence of a lightning ball. These include models based
on the assumedplasma character of the sphere (refs. i, 2, 4, 5, 7 to 12) as
well as one based on inhomogeneousspace charges (ref. 15) and another using
chemical processes (refs. 14 and 15). Oneof the barriers to a satisfactory
model has been the assumption that the mechanismmust account for stored ener-
gies on the order of 106 joules. Theseenergies are deduced from reports of
one or two instances.

Onedifficulty in dealing with this subject is the lack of agreement as to
a definition of ball lightning. The term has been applied to almost any type
of aerial luminosity. Someof the occurrences can undoubtedly be explained in
terms of corona discharges or Saint Elmo's fire. Others might be incandescent
or burning material thrown from the point of impact of a lightning bolt. A
wide variety of less probable mechanismscan be invoked to account for isolated
observations. Finally there is always the possibility that any particular
report maybe inaccurate. Someinvestigators, using the etymological approach,
apparently feel that the ball lightning label should be restricted to phenomena
that are literally lightning in the shape of a ball. Such an approach maybe
the source of occasional disputes as to whether ball lightning exists.

To avoid such difficulties, this report will adopt the lexieographical
approach and accept as ball lightning any phenomenonthat an observer has so
labeled. As a consequence, fundamentally different phenomenamaybe included.

Although not in complete agreement, the summariesof ball lightning reports
generally indicate that very wide ranges of size_ duration, color, brightness,
and motion have been attributed to ball lightning. Sizes range from a few
centimeters up to manymeters; durations from a fractional second up to tens of
minutes. Nearly all colors have been cited, and motions have been reported in
diverse directions and velocities. The very range of characteristics seems
immediately to imply either observational inaccuracies of great extent or a
diversity in the types of phenomenaincluded.

Certain accounts imply that ball lightning my involve substantial amounts
of energy (on the order of 106 J). Any process capable of storing such energy
or of confining an energetic plasma for appreciable periods is of obvious in-
terest. Nevertheless it must be stressed that the occurrences from which such
energy estimates can be madeare but a tiny fraction of the total reported,
actually only a few total instances. On the other hand, manyreports are avail-
able implying negligible energy, glowing sphere:3 that disappear quietly.

Theoretical models that have been proposed have often been criticized for
their inability to account for the extreme, high-energy manifestations of ball
lightning. It has been repeatedly pointed out, for example, that the 106 joules
sometimesassociated with a lightning ball exceeds the energy involved in the
ionization of an equivalent volume of air. Furthermore, the recombination of
such a volume of ionized gas would take place with great speed. Suchconsider-



_tions led Kapitza (ref. 4) to propose a mechanismthat depends on the postu-
lated existence of an intense electromagnetic radiation to supply a continuous
energy input. A plasma spheroid so sustained would exhibit a characteristic
dimension related to the radiation wavelength_ it would also tend to move in a
mannerunrelated to air movement.

Such a process would explain someof the reported ball lightning features:
constancy of size_ erratic motion_ even a possible small bang as the sphere
collapses. Unfortunately there appears to be no other evidence for the exist-
ence of such intense and prolonged naturally occurring radiation. It might
well be possible to use such a system to produce a spherical plasma in atmo--
sphere_ but this would not prove that any of the ball lightning phenomenaarise
in like manner.

The ball lightning phenomenaare not easily studied. The occurrences are
unpredictable and sufficiently infrequent to minimize the chances of bringing

analytical instruments to bear. Consequently it is advisable to attempt to
extract the maximumamount of information from those occurrences that have been
observed even though the circumstances of the observations maypreclude a high
degree of accuracy. In principle_ given a large body of observations of these
phenomenait should be possible to use correlation techniques to extract signif-
icant relations amongthe characteristics and circumstances of the observa-
tions. Onemight say that the signal-to-noise ratio in the raw data is low, but
that the signal can still be extracted by the processing of a sufficient Taan-
tity of data.

This report describes a pair of surveys conducted amongthe employeesat
NASALewis Research Center. The first questionnaire located persons who had
observed ball lightning_ the second obtained detailed descriptions of such ob-
servations. In evaluating the results of the questionnaires_ a simple correla-
tion technique was employed to determine whether factors of occurrence, be-
havior_ and characteristics were connected in a manner implying functional re-
lations. The descriptions were also examinedand compared in an attempt to
identify fundamentally different types of ball lightning events.

A study of this type depends for its success on the cooperation of a large
number of people. The interest and enthusiasm of those responding to the sur-
veys is deeply appreciated. Thanksare due to Dr. G. RandMcNally, Jr., of
Oak Ridge National l_boratory both for permission to cite his unpublished re-
sults and also for his helpful commentson the preliminary draft of this report.

FIRSTSURVEY

A questionnaire, shown in appendix A_ was distributed to approximately
4400 employees in April 1963. It sought information concerning the frequency
of observation of ball, bead_ and ordinary lightning as well as information
concerning the frequency of exposure to thunderstorms. An added question asked
whether the observer would be more inclined to watch or not to watch given the
opportunity. The responses of 1764 observers are tabulated in table I.

The question concerning attitude revealed that 930 preferred to watch



TseBLE I. - RESPONSES TO PRELNAiNARY RUESTION_Y{IRE

Lightn ing

Ordinary (£mpact)

Ball

Beai

Observer i_ca',,i_n

_tdo srs

Aut_m:bil_

lightning displays, lOS preferred not to watch them_ and 718 had no preference.

The question was not answered by ii.

The first survey was intended primarily to locate observers of ball and

bead lightning from whom more detailed informati<_n w<_uld be requested. The

additional questions concerning exposure frequency and attitude; as well as the

query on ordinary lightning impact observations, served to encourage responses

from people who had witnessed neither ball nor bead lightning. In addition, the

ordinary lightning observations could be used to provide a rough comparison of

the frequency of occurrence of the various forms.

The results reveal immediately that ball lightning as defined herein is

not particularly rare. The number of persons reporting ball lightning observa-

tions is 4_ percent of the number reporting observation of ordinary lightning

impact points. The bead lightning observers were fewer, about 27 percent as

numerous as the ordinary lightning impact observers. The total number of ob-

servations of each type_ accounting for multiple <_bservations_ can be used to

provide similar ratios. The ratio of ball lightning to ordinary lightning ob-

servations reported is about 0.57; the ratio of bead lightning to ordinary

lightning observations is about 0.55.

The above figures represent the relative frequency of observation. The

much more significant frequencies of occurrence can be deduced by taking into

account the relative observability of each type. The definition of the ordi-

nary lightning impact point used in the questionnaire was intended to provide

phenomena with an observability nearly the same as that for ball lightning.

The observability of a beaded lightning stroke should be substantially greater

than that of the other types. From the numbers obtained, the frequency of

occurrence of ball lightning phenomena may be estimated as 0.i to 1.0 times the

frequency of ordinary lightning strokes to ground. Beaded lightning might

similarly be estimated to occur with a frequency less than O.OOS times that of

ordinary ground strokes. This assumes that beaded strokes are observable more

than i0 times as far away as the ground impact points.

The frequency of occurrence of ball lightning deduced herein is at vari-

ance with that assumed by most writers on the subject. The literature is



liberally sprinkled with such terms as "rare form of lightning," "unusual

luminous forms_" "relatively rare phenomenon," and "rare events." It is true

that an individual will rarely observe ball lightning. From the results herein,

only about ten percent of the people responding to the first questionnaire had

observed it. But by the same criterion, one should also call ordinary lightning

strokes to ground "rare events" in that only about 2S percent had seen such

strokes at close range; however_ most people do not consider ordinary lightning

as "rare." Therefore_ such terminology applied to ball lightning gives the

impression that it is much less frequent than ordinary lightning, which accord-

ing to this survey is incorrect.

The frequent occurrence of ball lightning events has interesting con-

sequences. Principally, it demands that any explanation put forth to account

for a significant fraction of such events not depend on extremely unlikely cir-

cumstances. For example, it would appear unprofitable to search for mechanisms

based on extremely large stroke currents (say over i00 000 A). As another

example, one source (ref. 12) suggests that an ordinary bolt striking very near

a surface with an aperture might produce a plasmoid in a manner similar to the

generation of a smoke ring. Obviously the fraction of events attributable to

such a process is completely negligible.

The frequencies found would not be incompatible with the possibility that

many or even most lightning strokes to ground generate ball lightning; however,

it would be rash indeed to leap to such a conclusion.

SECOND SURVEY

Followup questionnaires of the form shown in appendix B were distributed

to those responding affirmatively in the first survey. Returns were received

describing 112 ball lightning events. This questionnaire was designed to pro-

vide a large amount of information concerning the circumstances in which the

event was observed, the behavior and characteristics of the phenomenon, and also

the extent to which after effects were noted. The form of the questionnaire,

forcing responses to be placed in preselected categories, facilitated subse-

quent statistical treatment. In addition, for each of the 56 specific questions

a space was provided to permit an indication of the degree of certainty. This

was intended to encourage people to answer according to their best recollection,

even though they were unsure of its accuracy. The certainty factor could then

be used in processing the results if needed.

On the questionnaire reproduced in appendix B_ the numbers in the blanks

represent the total responses. The certainty column responses are not indi-

cated, because they act only to modify the significance of the primary answers.

The distribution of certainty responses is shown at the end of the question-

naire. Appendix B includes the coding used to convert the descriptions to a

form amenable to machine processing. The coded form of the complete set of 112

event descriptions is given in appendix C.



PROCESSING OF RESUL'f,S

The di_tribut/o:: ,£" r<_sponses to maJ_y f t :_:stio_is is in itself <,f

co.usiderable interest, i:_dicating the range oI' c _r ctecistics that may be

associated with ball ligiltr_ing. This is tlJe s r information that has pre-

viously been collect_d_ although the prp,:ent st_iy cvers more factors t_an did

most previous ones. _e original objective of t is _tudy was to determine

whether significant c<rrelations could be tr'_c_i b, t,,:een descriptive parameters.

To do this it was conve_ient to divide t,e resp.ses to each of 46 questions

into two categories_ striving to maintai,.,, an a±_precimble fraction in each. This

binary arrangement of responses is indicated in appendix B by the asterisks

foilowi:_g the code numbers. For a given qu_sti;. , t:;e asterisked responses are

combined to give the class _, response; ';he ,!w.b.-.<:_,_t_risk similarly iu]'catos

class b response. Vari__us exceptions and speci_l cuses are indicated by f,o_,t-
notes.

The X 2 test was _.d_plied to the data in th<: bi_ary (grouped) form to

determine whether significant relations existed _m _g t_Le a_6 parameters. This

test is commonly used t, determine whether tw_ i1_a_Ltities _ay be related (or

more pr_cisely_ to test the hypothesis that t]_y _,z'e u_related). A detailed

treatment _y be found in any sta_idard text _ si_tistics (e.g._ see p. 2S2, of
ref. 16 ).

The calculations of X 2 can best be shown ,,:itr_an example. Take the

reported brightnesses and durations of the ball lightning events (columns 2,9

and 42). The two brightness classes are (a) those lescribed as either "as

bright as an ordinary lightning stroke" or "brig!t p_ough to illuminate nearby

objects" and (b) those described as either "bright _nough to be clearly visible

in daylight" or "bright enough to be barely visible in daylight." The two

daration classes are (a) those described as lasting 6 seconds or less and (b)

those lastin_ more than 6 seconds. All the events f_r which estimates of these

two parameters were made can be listed in a tw, -_,_ay table_ as shown in table II.

The number in each of the four blocks is the _mm]er <of events reported to nave

the indicated combination of characteristics.

For the general case of a table with r rows _nd c columns, the e_ua-
tion for X 2 can be ,,<ritten

TABLE II. - BRIGH%_b]SS A[[D i)_ATI,:.,N

DESCRIPTIONS OF BALL LICK%_IZ_G

Brighuness Dur_ _i,:_n T,t,b_is I

Class ]-

Class a IN. , : IiZ_N, ,_ : 19 Ra = SZ

< more %l'l_[I 0 ) ! | i

.... i _ i --

Class b iI'Ib• : :::i:_bh = R9 Rb : 68
<less brisht) i I

T ,tals !C_ = ,16 C1 : , N = <4

.... )z
z_j

/=i j=!

where

Ni,j

N_. j is the expected value for

obtained from the r,_lation

Ni, J = N

In the case ,:;,f ti-_e two-way table_ the



above equation for X 2 can be simplified to

X 8 = N (Na_aNb_ b - Na_bNb¢ a)2

RaRbCaC b

which, when the numerical values are inserted, gives X 2 = I.$4. The signifi-

cance of a given value of X 2 depends on the degrees of freedom_ which for an

r-row_ c-column table is the product (r - l)(c - i). For this example, with

one degree of freedom, there is a probability of about 0.25 that values of X2

exceeding I.$4 will arise through chance alone (ref. !6_ p. 401). The result

is compatible with the hypothesis that the parameters are unrelated. Conse-

quently, no conclusion can be c_a_ concerning a possible relation between ball

lightning brightness and duration.

Significant information may have been lost _en the answers to each ques-

tion were collected into only two groups. The original coding o_ the question-

naire responses provided four brightness descriptions and eight duration

descriptions. Ideally, a four-by-eight table should have been used to calcu-

late X2_ however, the _lumber of descriptions is too limited to make such a

calculation meaningful. When the expected number for any block in table II

falls below four or five_ the tabulated probabilities associated with values of

X 2 become very approximte.

A digital computer was used to compute values of X 2 for all the IOSS

relations among the 46 parameters. From such a large number, some apparently

significant correlations can be expected to appear purely by chance. The intent

of the study was not to establish or prove rigorously the existence of signifi-

cant corre_tions_ but merely to locate correlations of possible significance

that might provide some insight into the ball lightning processes.

Significance of Correlations

If various fundamentally different phenomena are included in the reported

observations, the correlation technique used can be expected to give relatively

weak correlations. Suppose that the set of observations includes phenomena of

types A_ B_ C, etc. If two characteristics such as diameter and duration are

strongly related in type B but unrelated for the others_ the maximum value which

may be anticipated for X 2 becomes

where N B is the number of events in category B. This is in contrast to the

maximum value for completely correlated characteristics of

X2max _ N

when the relation exists throug___out the entire set.

7



For a set of i00 reports_ such as that being discussed herein, a subset of
20 might give an overall correlation of the order M2 _ 4. Whenthe effects of
randomvariation in report accuracy are included_ it appears evident that sub-
sets this small would _>>tgive strong evidence >f their presence.

Identification of Types of Bali Lightning

Another technique was used in the attempt to identify categories or types
of phenomenareported as ball lightning. Thirty of t_e 46 parameters were
selected as being most apt to distinguish betweemsuch types. Each reported
observation was thus characterized by a set of 50 indexes. The binary (grouped)
form of the descriptions was used. Class a responses were assigned the numeri-
cal value -i, class b responses the value i, and n_ response the value 0. Each
of the 112 ball lightning descriptions was thus transformed into a set of 30
numbers. In this form it could be considered to correspond to a point in SO-
dimensional space with its location along any dimension given by one of the
values -i, 0, or i. A measureof the dissimilarity of two descriptions is the
distance separating their corresponding points. The distance between the kth
and r th points Sk,r is given by

3O

S_ r _ (x_ i) 2
_-- _ X r

i=l

where x_ is the location of the k th point along t_e ith dimension.

A computer program was set up to arrange the 112. event descriptions in an

order such that the sum of the S2 between each point and the two preceding
points

S_,n-l_ + S2n_n-2

was minimized. The starting point was taken to be the origin x i = 0. In the

event of ties, the distance to the third preceding point was used to control

the selection. This procedure yielded an ordered list of the 112 descriptions,

with an indication for each of its distance from the preceding two points. If

a number of descriptions were basically similar_ they should appear as a group

in the sequence with relatively small interevent distances.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSE3

Some tentative conclusions can be drawn from the distribution of responses

to the questions. Such data must be interpreted ca_tiously, since they repre-

sent the combination of three factors: the actual frequency of occurrence_ the

observability_ and the observer error. What is desired is_ of course, the

actual frequency of occurrence. This may diff_r considerably from the reported

frequency.

If for a given parameter p the reported frequency distribution is fr(P),

$



Lt is related to the actual frequency of
_ccurrence fo(P) by

Observability,_(p)_ _._.._.-_

ff

/1"_/-Actual distribution, fo(p)

"-_" . F distribution, fr(p)

Parameter,p

Figure1. - Possiblerelationbelweenactualandreported
frequencydistributions,reflectingbothobservabilily
andobservererror factors.

O0
fr(P): p*)dp*

_h2re q(p) symbolizes a relative observa-

bility coefficient and G(p,p*) represents

the probability that an occurrence at p*

will be reported at p.

Such an e_uation is of little practical

use, because of the difficulty in assigning
functional form to either the error or the

observability parameters. The relation does point out the obvious extremes_ that

a reported distribution could be the actually occurring one with uniform ob-

servability and no error or that it could be only the observer error applied to

a single-valued phenomenon. It also appears obvious that unless the error and

observability parameters are very peculiar in their form, their effect should be

to broaden and possibly displace any peak that exists in the real distribution.

This effect is demonstrated by the curves sketched in figure i. The error

parameter G(p,p*) is not shown but may be considered Gaussian in character.

This figure serves to indicate that the reported distributions should be taken

only as possible representations of the real events. It is conceivable that

peaks apparent in the reported distributions might result only from the observa-

bility factor_ however, any statistically significant peaks in the reported

frequencies should generally correspond to sharper peaks in the actual fre-

quencies.

Ball Lightning Duration

The distribution of duration estimates obtained in the present survey is

compared with that obtained by McNally (ref. i) in figure 2. The two distribu-

tions are not identical but follow very closely the same form. In both surveys

the observer was free to indicate any duration, by filling in a blank (McNally's

survey) or by checking a location on a continuous scale. The present survey

obtained such estimates from only 95 observers, as compared to the _47 obtained

by McNally.

For both surveys, the frequency with which a given duration is observed

(corresponding to the slope of the plotted curves) is greatest for durations

less than 5 or 6 seconds. These short-duration estimates are fairly uniformly

distributed_ the present study provides some indication of a most probable

duration in the 4 to S second region. Both studies agree that a substantial

fraction_ S to 12 percent_ are described as lasting for over 30 seconds. The

median dllration for the present data is about 6 seconds_ for the McNally curve

the median is less than 4 seconds. The difference between the two distribu-

tions could be the result of the differing populations and geographical loca-

tions from which the data were drawn. They could also be attributed to the

small size of the present sample.
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In attempting to connect the observed duration distribution with a ball

lightning mechanism_ it must be borne in mind that the durations estimated are

not the durations of the ball lightning phenomena but rather the durations of

the observations. In the present study_ 56 percent of the observers reported

that the ball was not seen to originate_ 30 percent reported that it was not

seen to end. Such fractional observations will tend to increase the frequency

of the short-duration observations in con_arison to the frequency of the actual

occurrence durations. On the other hand, the probability that an event will be

observed undoubtedly increases with its duration. In addition, systematic ob-

server error must be considered. A brief, highly stimulating event is apt to

have its _iration overestimated. These effects should be partially compensa-

ting. Nevertheless_ the reported distribution of ball lightning observation

durations should be expected to differ somewhat from the actual distribution of

ball lightning durations.

Ball Lightning Diameters

Various characteristic diameters for ball lightning have been given by

different authors. The distribution of diameter estimates obtained in the

present survey is plotted in cumulative or integrated form in figure 3. If a

probability scale is used on the abscissa and a logarithmic scale on the ordi-

nate_ a fairly good straight-line relation is obtained both for the present data

and for that of McNally (ref. i). The median of the distribution appears at

about 14 inches for the present survey and at about i0 inches for McNally's

data. The slope of the two faired curves is about the same.

The straight-line relation in figure 3 demonstrates that the ball light-

ning diameter estimates follow a log normal distribution. The standard devia-

tion is approximately log (2.5)] that is, about 84 percent of the estimates

fall below a diameter 2.5 times the median.

Also plotted on figure 3 is the distribution of charges in lightning

strokes, as given on page 338 of reference 17. This log normal relation shows

a standard deviation of log (7.0), or about twice that for the ball lightning

diameter curves. The square of the ball lightning diameters would thus follow

a log normal distribution with a standard deviation nearly the same as that for

the lightning stroke charge. Such a correspondence suggests that the two quan-

tities may in some manner be related.

The possibility that the reported diameter distribution might reflect

merely observer error cannot be ignored. A logarithmic error might be expected_

that is_ the observer might say the diameter was i0 inches_ give or take a

factor of two. In addition_ the varying observability of different size light-

ning balls should produce a reported distribution different from that actually

occurring.

Other thunderstorm phenomena have been described as following the log nor-

mal type of distribution. The intensity of the electric field associated with

thunderstorm sferics (electromagnetic disturbances)_ as well as the current and

current rise rate in lightning strokes_ has been so characterized (ref. 18). Con-

nections among these phenomena are not difficult to imagine. The connection

ii



between aay of these and the diameter of a lightning ball is less obvious.
Nevertheless, the similarity of the distributions suggests that possible rela-
tions should be explored.

Distribation of Distances

Twoquestions pertaining to the distance between observer and lightning
ball provided interesting information as to relative frequency of observation.
Oneasked the distance at which the ball was first se_n, the other the closest
approach to the observer. Obviously, such distance ,_stimates can be expected
to have a very low precision.

The distribution of reported distances maybe thought of as representing
the interplay of three factors. First_ of course_ is the frequency of occur-
rence, which might be expected to increase with distance squared or cubed.
(Distance squared implies a uniform rand_moccurr_mce over the earth's surface;
the cube implies uniform rai_domoccurrence throug_L_Juta volume of atmosphere.)
The second factor ic the visibility of the phenomenon. An average vista would
possess sufficient nearby obstructions to reduce the visibility of distant ob-
jects. Falling rain would in many instamces greatly reduce visibility; visi-
bility would decline as distance squared even under ideal conditions for a
weakly luminous object. The third factor can be called noticeability. It is
highly likely that _ny ball lightning events are seen but not recognized as
such.

The observation frequency with distance could b__ considered the product of
these factors. Unfortunately, it appears impossible to prescribe the visibility
and noticeability relations accurately enough to decide which relation the
occurrence follows.

The distance at which the ball was first seen is estimated to ha,re been
under 50 feet for half the cases. If we exclude those reports that locate the
occurrence in a building-covered area the fraction under 50 feet is 0.$2. The
minimumdistance from the observer is given as less than !0 feet in $2 percent
of the reports and as under i00 feet for 66 percent. Separating the data ac-
cording to the location of the observer shows that over half had a minimumdis-
tance under i0 feet when the observer was located within a building. For ob-
servers in vehicles or outdoors, exactly half are estimated to have comewithin
i00 feet.

Such figures imply a drastic reduction in either visibility or notice-
ability at distances beyond about i00 feet. Other things being equal; the
probability of ball lightning being observed should be proportional to either
the ground surface area or to the atmospheric volume within the observer's
field of view. The numberreported at distances less than L should therefore
increase either as L2 or as LS up to somedistance at which observability
diminishes. Figure %showsthese two hypothetical distribution curves adjusted
so that half the observations are within i00 feet. All the observations should
be within 127 or 141 feet if the LS or L2 relation continued up to someob-
servability cutoff.

On this basis it is possible to makesomerough estimates of the potential

12
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Figure 4. - Idealized distribution of ball lightning occurrences,

assuming the frequency to depend either on L2 or L3 and as-

signing distance cutoff such that half occur within 100 feet of
observer.

observability of ball lightning. The

original survey revealed that about

i0 percent of the persons questioned

had seen ball lightning. If it is

assumed that the mean observation span

was about 25 years, the probability

of a given person seeing ball light-

ning in a given year is about 1/250:

In view of the short range of the

average observation it appears likely

that as many as i00 or i000 times the

observed number actually occur within
500 feet of an observer. This fact

suggests that an observer with a good

vantage point watching carefully for

ball lightning during appropriate

weather should have a fair chance of

seeing one during a given year.

Ball Lightning Motion

_estions that might pertain to the motion of the ball included queries as

to the wind velocity, the maximum and minimum velocity of the ball_ and any

apparent guidance to its motion. Although only about half the observers were

willing to venture a guess as to wind velocity_ their estimates were nearly

uniformly distributed over velocities up to 40 miles per hour with a declining

number at higher values. Estimates of the maximum velocity of the ball were

grouped below 20 miles per hour (70 percent) with a small group being given

speeds above 60 miles per hour (17 percent). Minimum velocities were similarly

grouped with 54 percent estimated to be below 5 miles per hour and 86 percent

below 15 miles per hour. The most popular category in response to the guidance

question was "no guide" (39 percent). Relatively few were thought to follow

either the ground surface (iS percent) or power and telephone wires (14 per-

cent).

The question as to the manner of motion of the ball revealed a marked

preference for mostly horizontal motion (54 percent) rather than mostly verti-

cal (19 percent). The motion of the ball can then be said to be apparently

slower than the wind velocity, with little obvious guidance, and to be more

horizontal than vertical. If in fact the ball moves contrary to the wind, as

was implied in a case involving a Soviet aircraft (ref. 19), some substantial

energy must be acting to control its position or movement. The Kapitza model

locates the ball according to the pattern of reflected radio-frequency waves_

thus making its motion independent of the local air velocity. Hawever, if air

is to flo_ through the ball and be ionized in transit_ the energy required to

maintain the ball should increase with flaw rate.
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Miscellaneous Characteristics :of Ball Lightning

Brightness. - The most favored of the four categories was "bright enough
to be clearly visible in daylight" with 60 percens of the responses. Very few
were described as "barely visible in daylight" (,!!! : rc_nt)_ ani th_:se called

"bright as an ordinary lightning stroke" were lii:evise rare (ii percent).

Shape or appearance. - Most reports desc1"ib_Jd _he ball as round (87 per-

cent) and uniformly bright (76 percent). The f_vJr.:_d colors were orange and

yellow, often in combination with others. In Xc!_lly's survey red was more

frequently mentioned. In both_ a substantial n_mb:r were described as blu_,

blue-white, or white. Rather surprisingly_ 56 p_:rc_nt r<ported an impression

of spin or rotation of the ball. A!th_:ugh McN_lly Jid not include a specific

question on this point, his reports included ab_:;u_ 0 percent that volunteered

such a description.

Continuity. - A substantial majority of the reports (over $5 percent in

each instance) concurred that the size and brightness of the ball remained

about the same during the observation and that th_ _ppearance did not change

noticeably even immediai_ely prior to its disappearance. Such reports are hard

to reconcile with any proposed mechanism wherein st_red energy is being dissi-

pated. They would possibly fit the Kapitza mechanism of resonant absorption of

radio-frequency energy but even then would place co_straints on the nature of

the radio-freque_icy s_u_rce.

CORRELATI ONS

Possibly significant correlations among the parameters are listed in appen-

dix D. The quantity X Z was calculated for each _ir of parameters by using

the data in its binary form. This was done both for the total data set and

also for a selected subset comprising those answers associated with a certainty

of 60 percent or greater. Thus the selected subset should be more significant

because it excludes descriptions where the observer may have been guessing

rather than remembering. On the other hand_ this pr_ocedure may exclude some of

the best reports. A careful observer may assign a low rating to his certainty

just to be safe. XeverLhe!ess_ on the average th,: m,_re certain answers in the

selected subset should give more significant correlations.

In appendix D_ all correlations are listed for which either set yielded a

value of XZ exceeding 4.0 or for which both sets gave values of X 2 exceed-

ing 2.7. The associated probabilities for chanc_ ......scurrence are 0.0665 and

0.i0. Obviously among such a large number of parameters many will show such

values from chance alone. The inclusion of a c_-r_tion must not be taken as

proof for a connection between the parameters.

The plus or minus sign associated with k3 indicates whether the two

factors are more apt to coincide or to be mutually exclusive. In the iisting_

brief phrases are used to describe the factors. More exact definitions can be

obtained by consulting the binary coding scheme in _ppendix B.

The symbols P and I stand for predict'._ble and insufficient data_



respectively. A correlation was termed predictable when the two quantities
were obviously not independent, regardless of the nature of the ball lightning.
An extreme example of such quantities is the combination "Events accompaniedby
sound" and "Ended quietly", columns 36 and 49. The very large value of 15.5
for X2 and the negative sense merely confirm the logical consistency of the
reports. The "insufficient data" symbol is applied to those cases where any
one of the blocks in the _wo-by-two array had an occupancy less than five. Al-
though such correlations maybe significant_ the computedvalue of X2 can be
misleading.

Onegoal of this study was to locate possibly significant correlations in
order to be guided in constructing and evaluating models for the ball lightning
phenomenon. The value of missing correlations should not be overlooked. The
absence of any significant correlation between the ball diameter and its dura-
tion, for example, is somewhatsurprising.

The _5 parameters studied can be separated into three broad categories:

Those dealing with the behavior and characteristics of the ball itself

Those dealing with the environmental circumstances under which it was
observed to occur

c Those pertaining to the observer and his relation to the event

Of primary interest are those factors in (a) and (b) that appear to have some
relation. Factors involving (c) maybe expected to reflect such things as rela-
tive observability, or systematic observer error without casting muchlight on
possible processes that could create or sustain the ball. All the cross-
correlations amongthe %5parameters are included, however, and those without
apparent physical significance mayhave somepsychological significance.

Detailed discussion of the probable meaning of each of the observed corre-
lations is scarcely feasible. In the following section only those relations
that seemmost relevant to the ball lightning processes will be treated.

An examination of the relations involving columns 22 and 24 seemsalready
to provide an indication that at least two different types of events are being
described. In one, the ball is seen to originate following a lightning stroke
to ground and is seen to end on or near ground. The occurrence is apt to be
in the middle of a storm with wind velocity over 20 miles per hour. In the
other, the ball is first seen in midair at somedistance (over SOft) from the
observer and is not seen to originate. Sizes, durations, and color were
diverse (do not correlate). It does not approach a solid, nor does its motion
seemguided. The wind velocity is usually low. It ends with a bang still in
midair. For the balls originating in midair, the exclusion of the doubtful
responses greatly reduced the strength of the correlations with low wind veloc-
ity; unguided motion, and unseen origin. This reduction is not primarily due
to a great reduction in the numberof usable descriptions. Over 60 percent of
the original numberwere retained for each of these three combinations. In
these cases it appears that the original correlation dependedstrongly on
descriptions given by observers not too confident in their accuracy.
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Ball diameter appears to correlate most strongly with the distance from
the observer. Possibly this results from two effects: first, the smaller
balls are only noticed whennear; second, the observer who is estimating both
distance and size will have similar errors for both. If the size is under-
estimated, so will be the distance. More surprising is the lack of significant
relations with such parameters as brightness, d_ration, velocity of motion, or
aftereffects.

The brightness of the ball had few correl_ti_ns. As might be expected,
those seen at night were thought to be brighter. Otherwise, the interesting
association is with the impression of spin or rota_i_n. This too could have an
explanation based on the observer: unless the b_ll is fairly bright no impres-
sion of structure can be gained. The sameobserver-based explanation would,
however, also predict a correlation with size or distance. Since these do not
appear, it seemsmore likely that the correlation is a physical one. It is
interesting to note that the correlation betweenbrightness and being seen in
daytime becomesinsignificant when the doubtful answers are excluded. On the
other h%nd, the connection with spin or rotation becomesstronger.

The color of the ball, arbitrarily categorized into those described as
orange or yellow and those not including these two colors, seemsto connect
directly to the proximity of the ball to solid _tter. Orange or yellow colors
would be expected whenthe ball touched aJ_mostany object and acquired a trace
of sodium or carbon _articles. The correlations are not _articularly strong.

The motion of the ball was chiefly horizontal for long-duration, high-
velocity cases tending to occur late in a storm. The motion seemedguided for
those cases where the ball did not begin and end in midair, as might be ex-
pected.

The occurrences of shorter duration (under C sec) correlate with few of
the other factors. There is an indication that those events were more likely
to end with a bang. It also appears that those few events reported to be un-
connected with a storm were usually of long duration. Again we find no strong
connection with any factors which might be expected to be significant, particu-
larly brightness, size, color, and the manner of origin.

The most probable explanation for the recurrent noncorrelation among
factors which should be related is that the set -,f reports being studied de-
scribes a number of types of phenomena. This seemsmore plausible than either
the assumption that these factors are actually u_c_l_ted or the assumption that
observer error is so extreme as to obscure a real relation.

The assumption of a numberof types of events, though, is not sufficient
to explain the lack of correlation. It is necessary in addition to assumethat
the correlations that exist within one type are obscured or counterbalanced by
noncorrelation or by opposite correlation within the remainder.

The two basically different models for ball lightning can be examinedwith
regard to the distribution of reported characteristics and the co_rrelations.
The stored-energy concept would seemto predict somevariation in observable
parameters over the lifetime of the ball. It sh_uld also predict somefairly
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Figure 5. - Ball lightning events ordered by minimizing dissimilarity to two preceding events.

strong correlations among parameters which should be functions of the quantity

of stored energy. Neither of these predictions is confirmed. The continuing

input models, whether they use radio-frequency excitation, direct current

through the atmosphere_ or any other source_ would permit the reported distribu-

tion of characteristics and also the lack of major correlations. In effect_ it

is possible to assume that the ball lightning is merely a side effect of some

unknown primary process. All the peculiarities of ball lightning can then be

conveniently relegated to this unknown primary source. Such a conclusion_ how-

ever, is not logically defensible.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF BALL LIGHTNING

A search for identifiable types of phenomena among the reported events was

conducted using various techniques. For example, one report seemed to be a

classic description of Saint Elmo's fire. The other reports were examined (by

computer) to determine the degree of similarity to this report. None were

found that were close enough to justify grouping them as cases of Saint Elmo's

fire. Another approach was to select the reports that seemed to indicate an

above-average energy for the ball. This subset_ which was then examined for

correlation among the parameters, showed no significant results. The only

technique which was found to provide an indication of the existence of separate

types of events was that previously described: the ordering of the reports

according to their location in SO-dimensional binary space.

The results of this program are shown graphically in figure S. Starting

at the origin, which would correspond to a report with no answers_ the computer

selected the reports so that each is the closest remaining report to the last

two selected. The graph gives the progression of inter-report distances along

the ordered series. Basically similar descriptions should appear as a grouping

of relatively short distances.

As can be seen from figure S_ such groupings are indeed dimly indicated.

Two groups of 12 reports each appear. Other smaller groups may be present_ but

if so they are not obvious. The identification of even the two groups with

types of events should be considered highly tentative. When the reports in the

two groups are examined, similarities appear which reinforce the idea that two

different types of phenomena may be involved. In table Ii! are listed parame-
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TABI_III. - CH_RACTEHISTiCSCC%HONTOEVE_Y2S

WITHIN EACH :_F T_'i':: GRSUPS

ters for which a group is nearly

unanimous (not more than two dis-

sents ).

Events occurring in daytime
_ Observer saw ball riginate

2: ,Ball f_ll_weJ str<b t gr_ md
24 [Ball first s_en im miduir
86 First seen within _;,0ft _f _bserver

_;7 Ditmle_r less th_,n 1[; in.

_9 Brighter than average

14e Occurred early in st,:,r.m

56 AccoraRnnied by sound
$7 Accompanied by _,dor

4,0 !Ball came within i<_ ft :,Y observer

41 IBaZI came within i ft _f solid

6S _Maximmn velocity under !0 mph
4,i

45

_6

d9

L1
K',

E 7
O O

71

Hotion seemed E"ui_<:','_
Ball seemed to be spinning

Ball passed through apertures; etc.
Observer saw ball end

Ball ended quietly b'mg)
Ball ended in mid:_ir

Ball endeq within b_J ft _f _bserver

Final vel<,city under 5 mph

Aftereffects were rep ,r%ed

No

Ho

No

Ho

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No

No

N ( >

No
N, :,

No

v@$

{ e S

N,,

N:,

N:,

The greatest difference

occurs in the beginning_ the end_

and the location with respect to

tke surface of the earth. Group A

reports events that follow a

lightning stroke to ground; ap-

proach within i foot of solid

(prestk_ably near the earth stur-

face) and are seen to end on or

near the ground; quietly. Group B

describe events first seen in

midair, which never approach the

ground_ and are not connected

with a lightning stroke to ground.

In both groups the ball lightning

was reported to be larger and less

bridht than the average a._d t_ re-

m_ir_ _t a considerable distance

fr, m i;he observer.

'_ese two groups would seem

quite similar if the differences

in origin were less pronounced.

A bali appearing in midair could

be expected to remain in midair

and not approach a solid. The

same type of event originating on or near the surface could be expected to end

on or near the surface. The events of group A were thought to follow a light-

ning stroke to ground and were reported to be seen in daytime.

The characteristics of these two groups do not generally conform to the

relations obtained between parameters for the total set of the ball lightning

descriptions. For example, in the total set the ball lightning originating

following a stroke to ground tended to have a smaller than average diameter.

The descriptions in group A, which also follow a str_,ke to ground_ give a larger

than average diameter. Another example concerns the ending of the event. For

groups A and B; the ending is described as quiet. In the total set, those

events described as first seen in midair (which would include group B) were

more likely to end with a bang.

The probability of these two groups appearing merely by chance is impossi-

ble to evaluate_ because the parameters are not independent. If they were in-

dependent, the probability of such sets occurring would be miniscule. As it is,

sufficient interdependence could possibly be assumed to m_ke these categories
fortuitous.

The size of these groups individually_ or even with both taken together,

is such that extremely strong correlations herein would not generate very large
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values_of X 2 for the t_tal data set. For example_ the two groups agree that

the balls were _rger than 15 inches (18 to 2) and were less bright than average

(21 to S). In the original set, these parameters were noncorrelated, as shown

by a value of 0.i for k2. When the two su0sets are removed, the remainder

shows the very modest negative correlation of 2.3 for k 2.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the reports collected and described herein, the frequency of occur-

rence of a phenomenon which observers would ]_bel ball lightning is much greater

than is commonly believed. It might even approach the order of magnitude of

the frequency of lightning strokes to ground. Consequently, any postulated

mechanism for these phenomena cannot be based on extremely rare and unusual

circumstances.

There is little indication that ball lightning commonly involves large

quantities of energy. Very bright, noisy or destructive occurrences were few.

A mechanism for ball lightning need not account for megajoule energies to be

satisfactory for the vast majority of cases.

Ball lightning commonly does not change in appearance during its existence.

This fact makes it very difficult to propose a mechanism involving the dissipa--

tion of stored energy and tends to support a process involving a continuous

energy supply from an external source. The radio-frequency excitation process

proposed by Kapitza would agree well with the observed characteristics; un-

fortunately there is little evidence for the existence of sustained, intense,

constant-frequency radiation associated with storms.

The steady discharge of atmospheric electricity might afford an explana-

tion, but analysis to date has not provided a sufficiently detailed description.

The basic problem here is that the major energy release should be located in

the ball, a relatively good conductor, and not in the remainder of the atmo-

spheric path.

The correlation of various parameters describing the events reported

yielded few significant relations. The size_ brightness_ and duration were

not strongly connected. Short duration events were more likely to end with a

b_ng_ they were also more likely to be connected with a lightning stroke to

ground. The strong correlation between estimated ball diameter and distance

from the observer probably reflects both a consistent observer error and a re-

duced observability for the smaller lightning balls at greater distances. Ob-

server error _3_y obscure some real relations among the ball lightning parame-

ters but should not completely conceal them.

Among the i12 descriptions, two groups of 12 each were found which appeared

t_ describe two different types of events. In group A_ the ball lightning ob-

servati_ns generally followed a liglltning stroke to ground. The lightning ball

was r_ported to entl on or near ti_e ground. In group B_ the lightning ball wc_s

first seen in midair and remained in midair throughout its life. Both groups

described balls that were not especially bright, although the size was estimated

to be above the mean iS-inch diameter.
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The precise mechanismby which lightning balls originate and are sustained
has still not been elucidated. The analysis of a muchlarger numberof de-
scriptions, using the correlation techniques described herein_ could provide
significant information. In l_rticular, if a numberof basically different
types of events are being called ball lightning such a study should identify
them. Another approach that appears plausible is tc _btain measurementsof the
significant parameters associated with one ball lightming event. Thesewould
include the spectrum of its visible radiation and the steady and time-varying
atmospheric electric field in its vicinity. From the distribution of observa-
tions reported, a program of observation should _ve a reasonably good chance
of acquiring such measurementsin a period of i or 2 years.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,

Cleveland, Ohio, September2Z, 1965.
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APPENDIXA

PRELIMINARYQUESTIONNAIRE

The original preliminary questionnaire was as follows:

Your assistance is requested. By completing the following questionnaire
you mayhelp to bring about a better understanding of the relative frequency of
occurrence of the various forms of lightning and also a better understanding of
their mechanisms. This in turn might apply directly to plasma physics and
energy storage work.
DEFINITIONS: Ball Lightning is the term used to describe a round, glowing ob-

ject which may move slowly or hang in the air. It is thought to

be associated with thunderstorms or ordinary lightning.

Bead Li_htnin_ is often described as appearing to be an ordinary

stroke broken up into a string of glowing beads, or balls.

QUESTIONS:

_m_act Point of an ordinary stroke will be defined as the region

within about i0 feet of the point which the lightning strikes.

While everyone has seen ordinary lightning stretching from sky to

ground, it is usually from a great distance. If you have seen a

stroke so close that you would probably have noticed a persistent

glowing ball near the ground; then answer question i "yes"

i. Have you seen the impact point of ordinary lightning?

How many times? [-]i, [] 2-S, []4-8,

2. Have you seen bead lightning?

How many times? []i, [] 2,

S. Have you seen ball lightning?

How many times? []i, [] 2,

[] yes, [] no

[]more than 8.

[] yes, [] no

[]5, []more than 5.

[] yes, [] no

[]S, []more than S.

(The next S questions are to show whether you might have been more or less

likely than the average person to have seen lightning phenomena.)

4. On the average, about how frequently have you been caught oat of doors by a

thunderstorm? [] 0-i, [] 2-S, []4-6, [[]more than 6 times per year.

S. About how many thunderstorms per year might you have witnessed while in an

automobile? [] 0-i, [] 2-S, [] _-6, _]more than 6.

6. During a thunderstorm, would you:

(a) prefer to watch the lightning displays?

(b) prefer not to watch them?

(c) have no preference?

7. Do you know the names and addresses of others who have witnessed either ball

or bead lightning? yes, no

If your answer is yes, please write them on the back of this page.
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A P P EI'IDi_':,L P'

18ALL LIGHTNING %UESTIONY iRH

The ori_inal tall l]6}itn!ng questionnaire '_s rc!:':::,:]_l:ed with modifications

below. The coding subsequently used for digital c(_ i_,_._:.<_ gL_ocessing has been adeed

and the number of responses inserted in the various _!_t:_i::{. The spaces originallj

provided to denote certain<> -, as shown in the sa:J61cs, ::; ..'e been omitted.

The asterisks Oh tkc uoding numbers indicate ti_e i::ter grouping of the re-

sponses into binar2 sets. Responses coded with a s'.n il_ asterisk were grouped into

class a, those w[%h double asterisks into class b. '._.'.:e_no asterisks are present,

the responses were not used <n Che binary groupings. £ 17,:,wquestions permitted

multiple responses. For t:_ese, as indicated "n the col_" _S, two card columns were

employed. When such a question was unanswered, the c:_dc 0 appears in both
columns.

BALL LIGHTNING Name

Address

INTRODUCTION - This questionnaire is being sent tc p.:ol]c reported to have seen

ball lightning. They include those NASA personnel wlk) :mswered the recent pre-

liminary questionnaire as well as others whose na_::os .._er<_ obtained from the NASA

people. From the reports of a large ntm:ber of oLscz' o_s it is hoped that signif'_-

cant information about ball lightning can be extrscte:i. Ball lightning seems to

represent a stable arrangement of ionized gases and elc:_trtc currents or a way cf

storing energy which has no satisfactory exp!anatio.< _t :._e present.

INSTRUCTIONS - You _a'j ]ielf, create an understa_di_il :f t} "s phenomenon by filling

out the attached for;J! carefull'j. It is a length_ :n_ , for !t includes almost

everjthing that _ be :[;_portant.

Iff you've seen !t mere shun once, please 8o_:%ff<_ ne fc_m for sour r:ost ue-

tailed recollect'on. T}_e completion of (idlEd forms !tt:r <t:_er events wo_!d %£

appreciated, but NLa,,/ be too much to ask.

If you don't like a question, or feel t]_e chc,]::,: ::i' answers is too limited,

please use the last sheet to add your comments. Idc_ b[F' the question bj fts

number. Host of tke quost!ons are designed to _c' _n_ ;c_-e2 by a simple check
mark for easier precessin6.

If you don't remem-)er__ . clearly and doubtShe co_-r<:_tn_ess of your answer,

please mark your "best guess" and use the certa!_nt, ssale at the ri6ht of eat}

page to show your doubts. With no idea at all, cl:cci: t _e "no idea" s_uare.
Very unsure answers shoul! I:e harked 0-20_, yet. pcs _ t] :_ ories 80-100p, etc.

The sample below shows hew t}_'s may be done.

* SAHPLES * Certaintj

$21. Did you see the ball originate?

$27. As it first appeared, its diametez ....as

} yes , .tl(_ .

©
_s

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

N IIIII I

is [3 1 I I I?:1 I

$41. The hall's nearest '_fprcac? t to &_ sol__d c h'jec% ',,,::._

contact, 0-I St, I-i0 ft, I0-!00 ft,
more IIIIII
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i. Howmanytimes haveyouseenball lightning?
77 I, 17 2, I___i5, 1_!_4, _ 8-6, _ more 5 Not Answered

ICol. i, code i* 5** 4** I

E

2** S** 6** 0
J

(Please complete one form for the event you remember in most de-

tall• The completion of added forms for the other events would

be appreciated.)

WHEN was this event observed?

2. Durin_ the year
I

'•.• ' ..,!... ' ...'... ' ...: ....Ii.... :.... :.... :''"i;i$ ;;b ,6o

Cols. 2 and S are the last two digits of the year

6. In the month of

' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 5 ' 7 ' 281' 5,9 ' IS '
I

Jan Feb P,lar Apt May Jun Ju_l Aug

4 '2 'i '0

Sep Oct Nov Dec

Cols. 4 and S are the two-digit number of the month

' 14 NA

4. The time of day was

12 5 6 9 12
i

a . K] . I noon

I

I

C I Q
p.m•

Cols. 6 and 7 are the two d'Lgits of the hour "n 24-hour notation

12

S. Your age at the time og observation?

0 12 _7 ,,

Code l

8 t40 iO

7 8

0
60 years

" 9

WHERE did this occur':

6. State (or foreign countr; .... )

(not coded)

7. City (or if rural, ]riles from c'ty)

(not coded)

8. The terrain in this area is best described as

67 flat, 22 rolling, 16 hilly, _ mountainous. 2 NA

Col. 6 Code I*
2** 5** 4** 0

Col.

9. In the area nearest the ball lightning, the earth surface could

best be described as

Code I* I _ water-covered 5 NA
2* I 6 barren [

I code 0
3" I 2__5Smeadow or brush I

4* I 16 wooded I

5**j 5__6 building covered }
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Col. i0

Col. ii

Col. 12

10. _..'!as yoLlr lec._t[on
_" _ _t-o.f-doc.rs. I NA_:4 _.'_Tti:!lJ _ i.;uilding, 14 _ ve!:!c].:..,._....

Code I* 2* :<** 0 I

ii. With rospc.cl to ground level, were jou

2_2_be!ow _[r<und, 9__33near ground levi!, __!]second floor,__6 higher.

Code i 2 3 4

12. How many others that you know of saw il_:_ i>ull iLghtnins?

56 none, 32 i, 31 2-4, S more. S NA

Code i* 2** 3"* 4"* 0 1

Cols. 69
and 70

13. Did _ou observe 'ht (check as ;r.an.., _:', ;_!:.[l ,,)
Code i* I 13 through eyeglasses

2* 129 through window glass

3" I Ii through a screen
4** 171 directly

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Col. 14

14. The ball appeared during which part of' ;J storm?
28 early, I(_ late, 47 middle, or G _< storrJ connected. IS NA

Code i 2 3 ,i 0

(separate b!nary coding used for each eategcu.' , 14a-14d)

15. If no storm at the time, how much of t}:e s;<'/was cloud-covered':
(replies not tabulated, too few casos)

16. Was the storm, if any, more violent that tlK_ average?

42 more v_olent, 48 average, 2 less ViOl. ent, b no storm. I S NA

Col. 16 Code I* 2** 3** 4** 0 ]

17. The rainfall just before the observation was
Ii none, 16 slight, 24 medium, 38 hesvy. 23 NA

Col. 17 Code I* 2* 3"* 4**

Col. 18

18. At the time, the wind velocity was about
' i0 ' 19 ' 13 ' 13 ' 7 ' i ' I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 mph

co_e l* I --_--- _**I _**1 _-_i;;] _**

0

48 NA

oI
19. The directLon from whfch the w[nd was i 1, wi.r_g was

2 I 0 2 II 19 3 I 73 NA

N E S W N

Col. 19 Code 2 3 4 S 6 -7 8 1 0 I
I

20. Preceding your observation, was there any _musual amount of

dust or smo_.:e in the air? 8 dust, 3 smoke, 82 none 39 NA

]Col. 20 Code I 2 3 0 .

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE BALL LIGHTNING

21. Did you see the ball originate? 4_!:_yes, 60 no 4 NA

Col. 21 Code ]* 2** 0
J
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22. Did the appearance of the ball seem to follow a lightning stro;{e

62 to ground, 7 0etween clouds, 26 no stroke. 17 _JA

1Col. 22 Code i* 2** 3"* 0

26. IF the ball followed a stroke to ground, was the point of impact

1 water, 199 tree, 8_ earth, lJ structure, or 18 power or 47 NA

telephone wires.

Col. 23 Code I* 2* 3* 4** S** 0 |
J

9 NA

I o

1Code

t
[

24. When first seen, was the ball

Col. 24 Code i* I 6 among clouds

2* IS_ in midair

3"* 16 contacting metal
4** i-2 contacting non-metal

S** i___ contacting ground

25. The direction from you to the ball as first seen was

8 12 4 14 3 22 3 21
T _ _ p

N E S W N 25 NA

Col. 2!3 Code i 2 6 4 S 6 7 8 0 |

26. When you first saw it, its distance from you was

55 under 50 ft, 31 50-500 ft, 15 SO0 ft to 1/2 mi., 9 over 1/2 mi. 2 NA

Col. 26 I* 2** 3"* 4** oJ

27. As it first appeared, its diameter was about

o 12141s Is IlO ..... 26...... _o....... _o'iA_h_A'"

14 NA

Col. 27 Code 1"2"3"4"5" 6* 7"* S** 9**

28. Its shape was 98 round, 9 elliptical, S ring-shaped, 2 other.

o ]

Col. 28 i* 2** 3"* 4** ]

29. Check the best description of the ball's brightness.

Col. 29 Code I* 1 12 As bright as an ordinary lightning stroke. 2 NA

2" I _ Bright enough to illuminate nearby objects.

3"* L 6--@Bright enough to be clearly visible in daylight, l

4"* I --9- Bright enough to be barely visible in daylight. I

30. The ball appeared brightest

Col. 30 Code i* i 12 Near the outer surface

2* I ]-_ Near the center.

5"* I -_- Uniformly all over.
1--

51. The color of the ball was (check location on spectrum) a

7 46 37 10 16 4

22 NA

I
I__

5
T

27 3 NA

red orange yellow green blue indigo violet white

Cols. 31

and 32 Code i** 2* 3* 4** 5** 6** 7** 8** 0

a - Responses with double checks were tabulated for both; those circllng a

large section of the scale were assigned their mean.
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DURING THE E,/:LI,';I EXISTE]'ICE

Col. 42

Col. 55 Code }

32, Ifc:w ion S xld tile Oall last<i:

el f f_

[55. 'Xi:il,_ .'c-,s were ',,.ate-ling, d'd i_:__ :_.all _'s x!:-c ;,c.sc'._::e

1,%ri_e! ', _ smaller', 8_._99r'elraLn a.',.out i i_, :_c:_e.

:

17 NA

45 seconds

ol

it I$A

oi
$4. D:d ' ts i._-_1 't tnoss

9 i ."]cl'( ;:so, 12 decrease, 9i l_o;ri'i! F_ ,'_l:(,it_ 1 ie 8_%rLe

Col. 54 Code ] _! {"..

5E:. Did its at:.u:ear;i_u.oe cha:ise net!.:h_R];i/'

lff .yes, _.!es:se Reset'be cn l;_st [;,i.!]e. 7 .'cs, 619 no.

30!. 5[} Code i 2
............................

56. Did .vcu n<:,: [co an:' sound fl'om i]ue i'.R!i': ,:; /._s, 83 no

Col. 56 Code i* 9**

.57. DI: l ,.........<_u_t ]t,'-t',,,_ <kuv odor £rolr t! e _),_,.il'? _,_ ,;,c,s, ,'S no

Col. 57 Code _* 2**

3_. Did you not[ue any sensation of heat':

If 'des to any of these, please descrtce x: l_st pase

] :,-_s, !00 no

[col. 38 co!!__ _ __ 2
59. The motion <f t}te ball was mostly

20 vertical, 58 horizontal, 90 mixe:ff, it} ._o motion

Col. 59 I* 2** 5" :',*

7 NA

ol

16 NA

ol
z Ni

o]
14 NA

o!

NA

o]

NA

ol
40. Its closest 8.pproaci_ tc you was

contact, 2_ 0-i ft, 52 i-i0 ft, 5_ l{J-iO0 ft, 5__8 over i00 ft. 1 L"A

Col. 40 Code I* 2* 5" 4"* 5"* 01
I

Col. 41

Col. 45

'i its clososL [.tpp?oao.]l 0C' an_ _ sc:ILd OL:,:C,S% \.'[ S

5___Icontact, l__ 0-! ft, I_99 i-i0 ft, £ ;i:J-;iO0 f't, l!l over I00 ft. I0 NA

Code i* 2* 3"* ,i** g** 0 ]
l

z_'_. its _]a>tll[llL;][ ,.,c,±c,_zu.,,--" -' _' aupeared, to I:e

o ,o4 o,

. 4 . , .: 7 iUt
3<& _. 40 ;r@h.

,,** 0 ]

45. Its ;q:[I]imhtN[1jolooity appeareff to -e

Col. _8 Cc,,tc I* 5_ _,**
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44. Did the _.all's ;:ovcment see::, to _.e SL ded b)

Col. 44 Code i* ] S _-Ioud laycz's 26 NA

2" 1__ Src_md surfkce ] Code 0

3" 1_22 rowe±' or telep]lone wires I

4* C tO}LeT metal structure I

s*_ I Z no suede F
C*___l r_£/ otho_" 1

4b. Did )'cu have aFC# [::i_;poss].on o£ S];'Lnzi-n::_oz_ i_OtrL%'Oi]_I mO'JOi_iCl:J

wit]_ln the tall? 51 jes, 61 no !C NA

Col. 6_ Code i* 9"* 0

46. Dur]ns its lifetime, d'Lt the ::all appear to pass thrcuc/: sxall

aportur@s_ scree]_s_ o_ _ solid objects?

If yes, _lease descr]t_e on last PaSe. 24 _.L.s, 7V nc 11 N/,

4"7. If It made cot_tact w]t}L unv solict to jeer, dLd it seem to be

el. 2¢; 31,trace r.or_t _ct w]t!i a metal cl;jeci .... $._. NA

0-J; 
2"*I_ Surface contact with a non-mot_ilic o:jcct. I Code 0

;, 1 bee[:ly Fenetr;_t]ns contact w'tii III,:I:L!. I
.......... _. _ Deei::l/ pe:_oir:_.tTnS _ontact ,4] t}! llon-i:w:.ia!. ,I

DESAPPt.']ARA!]CE OF ]3ALL

48. Was your last sight of the ball

71 as _t disappeared or emdecl, 31 as it passed from you! ' v'.ew, i0 NA

C--oi. ,t8 Code 1" 2** .................. O I

49. Did t_Le ball end _4 quietly_ 26 explosively, 26 dLdn't see. 9 I[A
7

Col. 49 Code I* 2** 5 0
J

"0. Did you notice any particular change in size, si<apo, brightness,

color or velocity i_m_ediately before the ball ended?

If yes, please describe on last page. ii yes, 82 no 19 NA

51. Where was the bad.] when it disappeared?

Col. S1 Code i* i 3__%midair

i

11 N q

2** 2__35on the ground

3"* IS_5 contacting metal

6"* 12___6 contacting non-metal

$2. How far from you was it when it disappeared']

ICode O
I
q

20 under i0 ft, 31 lO-SO ft, 20 50-200 ft, 30 over 200 ft.

Col. !_2 Code i* 2* 5 _ 4** 0 1
I

ii NA

g3. Its velocity at termination was about

14 zor'o, 17 0-3 m!lh, 17 3-I0 mph, 6 !O-S0 mp]1, { over !::C,IdiJ. 113 NA

Col. ! 3 Code I* ......2 _ 3"* 6"* S** ':_S

AFTt<I{].[A2_ [

as api,ly) a

Co}s. 71 Code 1" I 9_9_ ::.otni structures 2; :[/.

and ,'2 2" I 10 l uild'ngs '1 Or:do 0

3" I : earN: ;;u:.f%(:< I

v c.i_(;, l.r, t ](.n I

f.J no;no I
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55. Wa,_ any unusual behavior noted concerning e_uipment such as

radio_ TV, hi-fi_ car motors, etc. at about this time?

8 yes_ 60 no 44 NA

56. Was any pL_otographic film found unexpectedly darkened after

this event? 0 yes, 78 no 34 NA

Ico__ Co_e _ _ 01
The responses pertaining to the degree of certainty the observer

felt were distributed as follows:

No answer given ............................ 1254
"No idea" checked ........................... 754

Certainty, percent:
0 tc 20 .............................. 78

20 to 40 .............................. 218

40 to 60 .............................. 501

60 to 80 .............................. 991

80 to i00 .............................. 2476

Total 6272
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APPENDIXC

REPORTSOFBALLLIGHTNINGEVENTS

The descriptions of i12 ball lightning observations are listed in coded
form in table IV. The code used is described in appendix B. The event numbers
are arbitrary, except that whenthe sameobserver describes two events the
second is given the initial digit 9. Oneobserver provided three event descrip-
tions: 1698, 9698_and 8698. Internal inconsistencies appear in a few descrip-
tions. These have been left in the form originally provided.
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APPENDIX D

POSSIBLY MEANINGFUL CORRELATIONS

The ball lightning observation parameters in their grouped or binary form

produced many correlations of possible significance. The total set of observa-

tions was first correlated and examined. Then in an attempt to evaluate some

of the weaker correlations_ the calculation was repeated omitting all answers

with a low value (less than 40 percent) of the associated certainty parameter.

This involved the omission of about one-sixth of the answers on the average.

In table V are listed all the correlations that produced a value of X 2

of 4.0 or greater either for the total set or foc the selected subset. Also

included are those producing a X 2 exceeding Z.7 for both sets. Since these

values of X2 correspond to a probability of chance occurrence of 0.0455 and

0.i0_ respectively, it should be obvious that many of the tabulated correla-

tions may be without significance. The total number of correlations involving

the 46 parameters is 1035. Chance alone should thus give rise to one with X 2

as great as ii.0 (corresponding to a probability of about 0.001.) The inclusion

of a correlation should not be taken as proof of a nonchance relation; however,

these correlations _y suggest models for the ball lightning process as well

as aiding in the evaluation of existing models.

Certain parameters are obviously related and should yield large values of

X 2. When the observed correlation is of the same sense as might be expected_

the symbol P is used. The sense of the correlation is shown by plus or minus

signs, which indicate whether the two parameters occur more often together or

separately. The symbol I denotes cases where the population of one block of

the array falls below five. In such cases_ the interpretation of X2 in terms

of probability becomes less rigorous and the relation suggested becomes more
tentative.

The parameters (columns) are described in condensed phrases. Reference to

appendix B will provide an exact definition of the categories involved.
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